Rothschild’s Federal Reserve Must Be Abolished

Allen L Roland, Ph.D. The Peoples Voice July 6, 2009

The history of the Federal Reserve is an ongoing battle between the Banking elite and the people and anyone who gets in the way is usually crushed. Bush and Obama’s top down Wall Street bank bailout, at the expense of Main Street, is a good example of why Rothschild’s Federal Reserve must be audited and eventually abolished: Allen L Roland

The Fed (which is not even a government agency, but rather a private corporation consisting of mostly foreign bankers and answers to no one) dictates America’s financial policies and is the obvious conduit for the banking elite to control the financial world and, in particular, the New World Order.

And now Obama wants to give even more power to the Fed as Eliot Spitzer writes today in Slate ~ “The Fed botched banking regulation once already. So why does Obama want to give it more power? “Spitzer goes on to elaborate on the main problem with the Fed ~ “The United States should not lightly put our fate back in the hands of the very entity whose oversight of the economy and financial sector brought us into the abyss. The Fed’s lack of accountability and transparency is no longer justified by its record or sound principles or public policy. Granting the power without asking the tough questions would be following the path of least resistance ~ Has any thought been given to refocusing on a financial services model that has more smaller institutions and fewer mega banks, thus diversifying risk? Others, no doubt, will have more probing questions for the Fed; and President Obama, Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, and Congress should listen to them before they grant the Fed vast new powers."http://www.slate.com/id/2221898/

To fully understand the Fed ~ you must review its dark history of greed and manipulation which begins with the Rothschild’s.

TIME LINE OF THE ROTHSCHILD OWNED FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

1791-1811: Rothschild’s First Bank of the United States.


1837-1862: Free Banking Era – no formal Central Bank through the efforts of President Andrew Jackson, who , according to Jackson, the Rothschild’s later tried to assassinate.

1862-1913: System of National Banks through the efforts of President Andrew Jackson.

In 1862 Abraham Lincoln issued his own fiat money to finance the Civil War and bucked the New York Banks who wanted to charge the government 24- 30% interest on any loans. Lincoln was assassinated on April 14, 1865.

President James Garfield tried to buck the banks and was assassinated on July 2, 1881.

1913-Current: President Wilson Federal Reserve Act creates a consortium of privately held Jewish & associated
banks called the Federal Reserve Bank. The largest shareholders of the Federal Reserve Bank are the Rothschild’s of London holding 57% of the stock which is not available for public trading.

On May 23 1933, Congressman Louis T. McFadden brought impeachment charges against the members of the Federal Reserve Bank. A smear campaign against McFadden ensued and he was poisoned 3 years later.

On June 4th 1963, John F Kennedy signed Executive Order 1110 which returned to the U.S. Government the power to issue currency without going through the Federal reserve. With the stroke of his pen, President Kennedy was on his way to putting the Federal Reserve Bank of New York out of business ~ for that order gave the U.S. the ability to create its own money backed by silver. Five months later on November 22, 1963 Kennedy was assassinated.

Watch this outstanding ten minute video on the ominous and treacherous path of the Rothschild’s ~ a path of greed, manipulation and corruption which continues to this day under the unaudited and secretive rule of the Federal Reserve Bank. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USGSOViaulc

Congressman Ron Paul wants to audit the Federal Reserve. His bill to do this (HR 1207) already has 55 listed co-sponsors, and Congressman Paul’s website says the list will soon be up to 90. Bernie Sanders has introduced a similar bill in the Senate (S. 604).

Tell your Congressman to co-sponsor Ron Paul’s Audit the Fed bill. Join me and Sign the petition: http://www.campaignforliberty.com/campaigns/auditthefed.php
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